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About This Game

Hardcore pixel 2D platformer with steampunk elements, with randomly generated levels.
The main character is a little man who lives in the world of watches and watch mechanisms, his name is Timen.

Your task is to score as many points as possible to get to be on top of players. The hour keys and "elements” within the level will
help you to do this task.

In the beginning, you will have one minute. If the countdown reaches zero, the character will die and you will lose.

- "Hour keys". Gives the opportunity to open new levels;
- "Elements". Adds 30 seconds to the countdown if you collect 5 of them.

Features:
- Minimal pixel 2D graphics;

- Design in the style of "Steampunk";
- Hardcore gameplay;

- Random generation of levels;
- Pleasant 8-bit music accompaniment;
- Different abilities of the character;
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time runner

It's a easy way to kill time lol
. This game seems good, but the fact that you can jump every 5 seconds it's annoying, you get too many jump fails and you lose
everytime.
I can't play the game with this slow react controls.. there are no brakes in this platform jumping game. Simple but good , i really
recommend that game. ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. Usually I don't give a bad review of a game but this one deserves it.

1. Hardcore? That's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Don't excuse an unfair, poorly gameplay and lack of
optimization on difficult, the game itself is stressing and pointless, the hitbox is completely absurd, only in the first map there
are some points where you have to jump but you don't have the time or the frame to jump again because the code and the
endless movement just screws you.

2. Completely boring in a way that is concerning, didn't spend more than 5 minutes playing and already uninstalled, too simple,
the music just loops with no changes (Maybe the song but those are the same tunes and samples) in different order and it gets
tedious after 2 minutes listening to the same

3. The graphics are just horrible. Hey i'm not asking for a 4k on best resolution but even with the graphics and resolution and
maximum it seems like a bad and quick-done 8-bit game, i know its 2D but i have seen games done in Unity way better than
this.

4. Literally everything kills you, refering to the point #1, the jump sistem with the left-click is god damn umcomfortable and
unprecise at many levels, if you hit the tiny corner of a wall you die, you can't stop running and if you barely touch a wall, you
are dead, its not even a jump high enough to avoid double-danger situations, and the cranks are there with the worst hitbox i
have ever seen, even in one run i jumped and landed right after the crank with enough pixels between character and crank and I
died.

Conclusion: I don't care i got the game free, i'm going to delete it, its just a waste of time, space and i know its going to be dusty
in my library so thanks but no thanks, also to be that cheaper it shall show that the creators really put interest into this to give the
player at least a decent plataformer.

Not recommended at all.

PD: To publish this review i had to play for at least 5 minutes (Only played 4 when tried to publish) And to be honest, it was the
longest minute in my life dealing with this garbage of game.. Simple but good , i really recommend that game
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Overall a pretty basic and unresponsive runner. This game seems good, but the fact that you can jump every 5 seconds it's
annoying, you get too many jump fails and you lose everytime.
I can't play the game with this slow react controls.. Great game! Very fun. I will play a lot. I love you dude. You are very cool.
Keep up the good work.. Well, the game is nothing special. It\u00b4s okey for a price below 1 Euro though. As far as I am
(fourth level), there are no interesting mechanics except of double jumping, which makes the game kind of boring after a while.
I played Geometry Dash for the first time yesterday and the game is much more appearing. In on of the first levels they
introduce trampolin-ish buttons and - as I\u00b4ve seen already - more stuff like that will be introduced in the next levels. That
itself, makes the game more interesting. There is a lack of this type of mechanics in Timen Runner. So, if you want to play
ANYTHING like this type of games or if the game is included in a good bundle, you can try it, but there are defenetly better
games to play out there :3. this game is very frustrating.. Great game! Very fun. I will play a lot. I love you dude. You are very
cool. Keep up the good work.
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